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Thank you for the opportunity to contribute some of my ideas.
The long term aim is for a 2km wide reserve from Tooradin to the Prom that includes French and Philip islands.. This would be a
100 year project but wold give back to the people of Victoria what should have never sold to private ownership.

Bass Coast Council passed a relevant motion at the Council Meeting (16/9/20) Item F1 “Establish a Cultural Heritage,
Flora and Fauna reserve on the eastern side of Western Port”
The social, environmental and tourism opportunities of the island are immense. The concept that the people of Victoria
are best served with undeveloped land on the island being used for primary production is a reflection of poor judgement
and leadership.
The Distinctive Areas and Landscapes Act has classified Bass Coast Shire for it’s significant recreational use for
Victorians. The time has come to swing the decision making into what the island can deliver with growing population
living in concentrated settings in Melbourne searching for connections to nature and recreational opportunities away
from cars and traffic.
The best way to move forward is to create a Tourism Transition Zone whereby rural landowners can choose to be
rezoned. Properties in this zone are to have three uses:
 40% of site as native vegetation
 50% as primary production
 10% as a tourism zone that can be leased, sold and developed
o Dog running areas, caravan parks (max 30 sites), jazz clubs, gay clubs, bike clubs, surf camps, music
camps etc
o Environmental controlled for noise, visual bulk, traffic impacts.
Property owners can receive significant, financial benefits and the Victorian public enjoys highest quality environmental
infrastructure.
The key deliverable is that the island has a Circular Path around the coastal cliffs with stops and shelters. The island
becomes known as Australia’s most accessible pathway destination with infrastructure supporting all levels of mobility.
There is a major role for User Pays similar to Byron Bay. The current very low interest rates for government make now
the time to act with all community on board.
It is critical that all business on the island develop an Environmental Plan that reduces environmental impacts by 10%
per year for 10 years resulting in 20% of current impacts. This is particularly relevant for the negative sources:
racetrack, helicopters, dogs, jetskis, planes.
Thanks very much for the opportunity to submit
Phil Wright
Smiths Beach
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